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relevant news about the worldwide footwear industry on a daily basis.
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PART I

Trends
and Tips
In this part, we will provide 30 business tips
for retailers and brand managers returning
to their activities. Tips are categorized into 7
major trends that are expected to influence the
future of fashion retail. We include suggestions
on how to plan and manage inventory for the
next season, how to adapt to a new shopping
experience, how to articulate the management
of global supply chains with the need for a
local response, and how to keep up with digital
networks and markets. Finally, we underline the
importance of having a spirit of cooperation to
thrive in this uncertain future.

www.worldfootwear.com
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1• Inventory
Supply chain management has to consider both

• Control the flow of inventory

in-store and online operations. A quick and

Inventory is a sensitive topic to every business.

adapted response to consumer demands depends

There is an equilibrium between overstocking,

on the collection and monitoring of relevant data

which requires space and investment, and

regarding sales and consumer preferences. For

underestimating sales, which directly leads to

physical stores, brand managers must prepare

losses. For retailers operating online, inventory

for the next fall season ahead as things are not

becomes even more important as consumers

expected to get back to normal that soon. Brand

buying online tend to prefer short delivery times.

managers will have to be inventive in managing

This calls for an accurate monitoring of sales and

inventory stuck in closed stores to make way for

demand information.

the next season’s collection. Inventory decisions
must guarantee that brand managers have what

• Prepare the next season ahead

they need as soon as the shops reopen, but also

As production from most factories stopped

be adjusted to an expected decrease in sales in

during the lockdown period, footwear retailers

comparison to previous years.

should anticipate their orders for the next season
as soon as possible so as to avoid shortages.
• Consider kid’s footwear a priority
As schools are about to reopen in the next fall
semester, kid’s footwear will continue to sell.
These sales may suffer an eventual delay if
schools’ opening occurs later than usual.
• Discontinue current collection items
Spring footwear of the current season may be
discontinued, but some may be kept in stores for
current sales as stores reopen.
• Be flexible
Some strategies to get rid of current spring/
summer items could include the delay for next
year’s collection, to keep some items to mid-season

Designed by coolvector / Freepik

sales or to relegate others to outlet facilities.
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2• New Shopping
Experience

• Invest in virtual fitting solutions
These solutions allow consumers to see how
clothes and accessories will look like on them

Fashion retailers will face new challenges over a
new shopping experience. After reopening, it is
likely that customers will not be willing to touch
the products they are buying or feel safe trying
on clothes and shoes in fitting rooms. As this new
shopping experience is all about reducing physical
contact, it is the time for virtual fitting solutions,
self-checkout options and cashless payments
to become disseminated. Although some of
these solutions are not affordable to every small
business and even large retailers are still running
experiments in this domain, others have already
been underway and are becoming a global trend.

without the need for physically trying them
on. Unfortunately, these technologies are only
affordable for a very specific segment of the
market and, even for them, they are still in an
early phase of implementation.
• Consider implementing booking systems
Customers could book a fitting room, sterilized
between visits, and enjoy a customized shopping
experience. Of course, this is most likely an
option for luxury brands, many of which already
have private shopping suites in their facilities.
• Limit access to fitting rooms
For fast fashion brands, working with low markups, the costs of implementing a booking system
strategy would be difficult to compensate. These
may decide to close fitting rooms for a while
or to limit access to ensure proper cleaning
between visits.
• Ensure proper monitoring
In large stores, use voice warnings to keep

Designed by macrovector / Freepik

customers aware of the need for social
distancing, avoiding the concentration of two or
more people in the same aisle.
• Consider implementing self-checkout systems
Self-checkout options, most commonly seen in
food retail, have already arrived at fashion stores,
and even high-fashion brands are adhering to
this technology. These solutions are becoming
increasingly popular among brand managers and
consumers and the need for social distancing
may constitute the perfect opportunity for their
implementation to become a generalized trend.
• Give preference to contactless payments
Contactless payments are already very popular
worldwide. In response to the current pandemic,
these payment options should be prioritized.
Recommendations over payments will be
explored in Part II.
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3• Comfort at Home
Even after the phased reopening of regions,

• Expect comfort sales: slippers and clogs

schools, restaurants, public facilities and stores,

Slippers are a comfortable type of footwear to wear

people are more likely to spend more time at home

at home and they also appear as an alternative now

or to engage in individual leisure activities than to

that it is not advisable to bring outdoor footwear

gather in crowded events as before. In addition,

indoor. Rubber clogs, on the other hand, are

teleworking will continue to prevail in every activity

especially fitted for healthcare providers due to their

where it is possible, which means that people

lightweight and ease of cleaning. Nevertheless, they

will continue to spend more time at home than

also constitute a comfortable alternative to slippers

anywhere else. As a result, footwear consumption

to wear at home.

patterns will naturally be affected by these new
routines. Evidence from the last months suggests

• Offer machine-washable shoes

that stay-at-home routines lead consumers

If the idea of being able to wash our shoes in

worldwide to look for comfort instead of fashion.

the washing machine would be convenient at
all times, it is increasingly so when we are all
ultimately concerned with hygiene. This type of
footwear may become a new trend.
• Expect a decreased demand for formal shoes
As teleworking is expected to prevail as a new trend
after the pandemic crisis, the demand for formal
shoes may face a decrease as people are likely to
dress more comfortably while working from home.
• Be cautious about athletic footwear
Many countries are still under some sort of
restrictions that includes the practice of most
collective sports and the use of indoor gyms.
Therefore, athletic footwear sales are likely to
continue down, but sales of specific products
related to outdoor activities, individual sports or

Designed by pikisuperstar / Freepik

running may evolve positively.
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